WHAT'S HAPPENING: Construction of the SB Express Lanes is 75% complete. As the project moves towards completion, the I-10 freeway is approaching another milestone. SBCTA is preparing for new lane configurations on eastbound and westbound I-10. These configurations are needed to advance construction, install toll equipment, and provide safe, dedicated work zones. To improve the driver experience, there will be enhanced lane striping in these areas.

The new configuration will be at the following locations and dates:

- WB I-10 approaching Euclid Avenue to Central Avenue as early as August 5
- EB I-10 approaching Monte Vista Avenue to 4th Street as early as the week of August 7.

WHAT TO EXPECT: Motorists are encouraged to leave early, slow down, and follow construction signage as they adjust to the new lane configurations. Through the end of construction, lanes may shift towards the median in some areas and towards the outside shoulder in other areas.

When will SB Express Lanes open? The SB Express Lanes are expected to be in service next year.

How many lanes will I-10 have once construction is complete? Once construction is complete and the express lanes open, the final freeway configuration will include four general purpose lanes and two express lanes.

Our team is here to help you navigate through construction. We encourage you to sign up for weekly construction alerts at goSBCTA.com/i10corridor and to download the project Google Map to learn about closures and detours in real-time.